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About This Content

A collection of Extra EN items including:

“Extra EN” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle.
“Extra EN x3” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (3 time use.)
“Extra EN x5.” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (5 time use.)

Happy shopping!

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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I am not much of a reviewer for RPGs, but just wanted to say that I enjoy playing this game. It's fun, and interesting in that I
can play different characters.. The puzzles are a nicely challenging, but the art is rather bad. Over all I would say it's not really
worth it.. This game probably has pros and cons. I get nothing but a black screen, that locks up my computer to the point where
either it will only be shut down through task manager, OR if it is being finicky, won't let me push anything outside of the game
window, so I have to restart my computer. Pretty awesome.

 Definitely Early Access game, that needs more features, more immersion and a more defined game style.

Edit: I fixed this problem, or rather the problem is no longer a problem. I rolled back my video driver to a driver from 2015, and
now the game works as designed.

The game seems pretty bare at the moment, although I do not know if that is as designed. There is a definite lack of information
in regards to what leveling up does, how damage works on enemies, and a problem when you spawn, almost always seems to
spawn directly on an enemy, which if you don't move immediately, you die right away. This last one is probably not 100% true,
but I remember the times it has happened, as opposed to the times it did not happen, so it seems like every time.

The game has a feel of an old action adventure game, but it is lacking something like items and upgrades being chosen upon
leveling up. I don't think these things are planned for the game unfortunately, which means the simplistic straight-forward
approach is how the game will continue going forward. This is NOT a bad thing, and some people LOVE this style of game. I
prefer more complexity, even if it is being able to choose the way your characters increase in power, choose items to buy and
use on your character or other hallmarks of RPG's that give the player the illusion of choice and control. I am someone who
wants those options, and complexity, but neither way is correct, rather they are both different and have their pros and cons.

 This game IS early access though, and so it may in fact have many more features added as time goes on. I do not believe this
game frustrating, and can be easily enjoyed by most people. It is priced right, depending on how long it is, and replayability. It is
worth picking up, and supporting the project if you enjoy this style of game. I would say it is similar in style to Binding of Isaac,
but again that game has upgrades and the like, that gives it a lot of replayability and in my opinion, really makes it more fun and
more my style.. A pretty cool game.
All the elements work.
I like that the proceeds go to charity.
I wish there were some extra bells and whistles: maybe a target shooting mode.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/rDPhzS9mMP0. I would definitely recommend this. You don't even have to play it on Halloween.

Very charming game, packed with the usual cuteness that cheery-fun-short adventures like these consist of.

None of the jumpscares are particularly scary(in my opinion of course, but it's game that's clearly trying to have fun and not be
too scary).

The puzzles are simple.

The story is simple and amusingly goofy.

Music was fitting and fun.

Two downsides I can point out personally. One, lack of direction if you get lost but there's no shame in looking for a
walkthrough(steam guides section) and two, it's VERY short. About 1 1/2 hours.

Going to look into playing their other game The Witches Tea Party which looks pretty interesting. This developers seems like
they're worth following. This game gave me similar vibes to The Albino Hunter's background/developers.. I believe this pack
contains the Extreme WTCC cars. Quite simply as well as the other stuff, these cars are the ones race 07 should really have been
built around. 600 BHP of ripsnorting, tyre rippling, tarmac tearing animals. With the aids turned on it takes the game to a new
level of handling, grip, speed, and competition. Little known gems in the race07 world.
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Simply put the Race07 and ALL its add ons - are all low cost on steam - and yet they provide PC gamers with a tour de force for
car racing. The graphics are not bleeding edge. Irrelevant. They provide the base needed to let you drive and the game is terrific.

. First off Buy it its 5 bucks. Simple mechanics which makes it fun. Its alot like capsized but i'd say its better. So conclusion is
its fun but short. Its worth a buy. Same Game just in VR, perfect. I was a bit concernd if i get motion sickness while gameplay is
really fast and i like locomotion. But i could get used to it quite quick and experience it just a little bit while palying 2-3 hours in
a row.
Graphics a great, sound too and gameplay yeah ...running backwards holding one gun forward the other backwards, thats weird
and funny :D. This game is amazing! I don't know where to start with all the good things. How about a list?
1. The glitchy controls are amazing. Really makes you put a lot of effort into the game.
2. The fact that there is no end to the game, even after you've gotten all the fish, makes the fun never end.
3. Some bodies vanish, some don't. How exciting!!
4. Oh, you thought the spear went directly through the fish? But he's still alive!
5. The underwater fall damage is literally to die for.
9\/10, will never play again!. This is a fairly routine point and click/hidden object adventure game.

It's got a hint mode which helps.

Unfortunately the game doesn't properly support widescreen so you get a distorted aspect ratio, which detracts from any
enjoyment you might get as an ultracasual puzzle gamer.

Also it seems a bit Anne Rice which some people might like.
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Excellent! Brilliant! Creepy! And Awesome Ending!. Game was fine, but just that. It's a remastered version of one of the first
games in the series so don't expect too much from it. If it's only a couple bucks and you want to say you've played them all, you
might as well. I'm not upset having bought the game and spent a good night on it, but it all depends what you expect from the
game.. A very nice puzzle game, lasting for a few hours. Fun puzzles that can get quite intricate, but not impossible to solve with
(some help of) methodical approach. No timers, no move counts, and relaxing BGM make the boards feel a lot less like a
challenge.

Sadly, there are only 100 boards, with very limited variety of twists to boot. Nonetheless, good puzzle game, would recommend..
100% positive reviews shows the 14 reviews on this page now.

Well let me be the "one" guy who will tell you the TRUTH about this game...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4kt6RwWIG4g

It's nothing more than a UNITY ASSET FLIP copy and pasted from Unity right here on Steam with a few of the assets changed
as well as the name. All the code and basic foundation comes from this asset kit on Unity:
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/?stay#!\/content\/73074

As with all zero-effort asset kits just copy and pasted from Unity to Steam here, this game gets my big fat asset zero I copy and
pasted from google images.

It's not even fun for more than five minutes people, so even if it is half price, this is a complete waste of your money.

NOT RECOMMENDED.. I cannot not rate this high enough.. It's Doom. It's still great. Play it.. Also made by a retard dev
team. The definition of a hidden gem, Sojourner could easily be missed in the crowd of games on sale. If you did, you'd be
missing out on an absolutely heartwarming, 4th-wall shattering, and just straight-up interesting JRPG. With plenty of humor and
humility, the developer riffs on the classic formula by introducing a unique party system, allowing for great customization. It's
paired with pleasant graphics and a great soundtrack that clearly has a lot of love and effort.

More people should know about Sojourner, because it's fun and wonderful.
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